
PREMIUM SMOOTHIE BOWL BASES
FLAVOR LIST

Acai

Coconut

Pitaya

Bonji's famous Acai offers a tantalizing blend of exotic
flavors and refreshing goodness, sourced from the finest

Acai berries. Handcrafted with precision, our Acai
sorbet captures the vibrant essence of this Brazilian

superfruit, delivering a harmonious balance of tartness
and natural sweetness in every spoonful, leaving taste

buds craving for more.

Bonji's coconut base is a tropical delight that
embodies the pure essence of coconut, crafted to

perfection. Creamy, rich, and dairy-free, our coconut
base sorbet offers a luscious texture and an indulgent
taste, delivering the authentic, refreshing flavors of

the tropics in every delectable scoop.

Bonji's pitaya sorbet presents a vibrant burst of tropical
delight, harnessing the exotic essence of dragon fruit. With

its bold magenta hue and refreshingly tangy flavor, our
pitaya sorbet offers a unique, palate-pleasing experience
that captivates taste buds with its natural sweetness and

captivating allure.



PREMIUM SMOOTHIE BOWL BASES
FLAVOR LIST

Mango-Pineapple

Banana

Cacao 
(Limited)

Bonji's mango-pineapple sorbet is a harmonious fusion of
two tropical favorites, combining the luscious sweetness of
ripe mangoes with the zesty tang of fresh pineapple. Crafted

with care, this vibrant sorbet offers a tantalizing blend of
tropical flavors, delivering a refreshing and invigorating taste

sensation in every spoonful.

Bonji's banana sorbet base is a creamy delight that
encapsulates the essence of ripe, sun-kissed bananas.

Smooth, dairy-free, and bursting with natural sweetness, this
sorbet base offers a velvety texture and a rich banana flavor

that evokes memories of enjoying fresh bananas on a tropical
afternoon, providing a refreshing and satisfying treat for all

banana enthusiasts.

Bonji's cacao base is a decadent delight crafted from the
finest cocoa, delivering an indulgent chocolate experience

without dairy. Velvety-smooth and richly flavored, this
sorbet base captures the essence of premium cacao,

offering a luxurious taste that satisfies chocolate cravings
while remaining a delightful dairy-free treat for all

chocolate aficionados.



PREMIUM SMOOTHIE BOWL BASES
FLAVOR LIST

Cold Brew - Coffee 

Pumpkin Spice 

Mighty Mint

(Seasonal)

(Seasonal)

(Limited)
Bonji's newest addition, the coffee sorbet, is a harmonious blend

of smooth, bold coffee flavor and refreshing sorbet texture.
Crafted with precision and care, this delightful sorbet captures

the essence of premium cold brew, offering a deliciously
invigorating experience that combines the richness of coffee

with the coolness of sorbet, delivering a unique and satisfying
taste in every scoop.

Bonji's pumpkin spice sorbet is an autumnal delight that
encapsulates the cozy flavors of the season. With a perfect

balance of aromatic spices and pumpkin sweetness, this
sorbet offers a comforting and invigorating taste

experience, reminiscent of savoring a slice of freshly baked
pumpkin pie on a crisp fall day.

Bonji's Mighty Mint winter flavor embodies the refreshing
essence of crisp, invigorating mint. This seasonal sorbet

delivers a delightful chill and a burst of coolness, perfect for
indulging in during the winter months, offering a revitalizing

and palate-cleansing sensation with each spoonful.



PREMIUM SMOOTHIE BOWL BASES
FLAVOR LIST

Matcha Green Zen

Pistachio Rush

(Limited)

(Limited)

Bonji's "Green Zen" Matcha flavor is an exquisite balance
of earthy and creamy notes, showcasing the authentic

taste of premium Matcha. With its vibrant green hue and
delicate yet robust flavor profile, this sorbet offers a

serene and invigorating experience, capturing the essence
of Matcha's natural, refreshing allure in every scoop.

Bonji's Pistachio Rush flavor is a delightful
symphony of rich, nutty pistachio essence, offering

a creamy and indulgent experience. A perfect
alternative for those who live for pistachio ice

cream. Crafted to perfection, this sorbet captivates
with its distinct pistachio taste, delivering a

luscious, velvety texture that appeals to those
craving a unique and satisfying snack.


